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By Carolyn J. Rose

Author Carolyn J. Rose. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 350 pages. Dimensions:
8.9in. x 6.0in. x 1.1in.A woman determined to hold onto her land. Financial sharks out to make a
killing. A life-or-death struggle by the SEA OF REGRET. A year after the violence and tragedy of AN
UNCERTAIN REFUGE, Kate Daltons life is shattered again. Developers want Evie Hopkins former
dairy farm on the Oregon Coast, want it bad enough to sabotage the Castaway Beach Wildlife
Rehabilitation Center she runs there. Aligned with developers and hoping to cash in on his
inheritance early, Evies son claims shes losing her mind and intends to prove that in court. The
wildlife center is both home and place of healing for Kate, for Jackson Scovell who traded alcoholic
oblivion for life with her, and for Way-Ray, a boy orphaned by murder. They fear for Evie and the
sick and injured birds and animals she rescues and nurtures, but they vow to support her
decisionwhether its to sell or to fight. As Evie agonizes over her choice, protests and politics divide
the community. Threats and violence escalate. Then two hired killers trap Kate, Jackson, and Way-
Ray at a remote cove. And time runs...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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